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Engineering and Operations of System of SystemsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Modern engineering systems are complex and multi-faceted, and must be flexible, adaptable, and fully integrated with the supply chain and other stakeholders to deliver an effective level of performance. Therefore, this book aims to create an operational view and new understanding of modern system design, commissioning, operation,...
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GeocomputationCRC Press, 2000

	GeoComputation (GC) is a follow-on revolution that is occurring after the
	introduction of geographical information systems (GIS). It is expected to gather
	speed and momentum in the first decade of the 21st century. The rationale
	behind this latest revolution is quite simple. When we have finished creating our
	GIS databases, set up our...
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New Global Perspectives on Industrial Engineering and Management: International Joint Conference ICIEOM-ADINGOR-IISE-AIM-ASEM (Lecture Notes in Management and Industrial Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		
			This book presents the proceedings of the 3rd International Joint Conference – ICIEOM-ADINGOR-IISE-AIM-ASEM (IJC2017) “XXIII International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Operations Management”, “International ADINGOR Conference 2017”, “International IISE Conference 2017”,...
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Information Processing and Living Systems (Advances in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
Information processing and information flow occur in the course of an organism's development and throughout its lifespan. Organisms do not exist in isolation, but interact with each other constantly within a complex ecosystem. The relationships between organisms, such as those between prey or predator, host and parasite, and between mating...
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Queueing Modelling Fundamentals: With Applications in Communication NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Queueing analysis is a vital tool used in the evaluation of system performance. Applications of queueing analysis cover a wide spectrum from bank automated teller machines to transportation and communications data networks.


	Fully revised, this second edition of a popular book contains the significant addition of a new chapter on...
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An Introduction To The Theory Of Spatial Object Modelling For GIS (Research Monographs in GIS)CRC Press, 1998

	In 1983 I left the International Institute for Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences (ITC) and went to Wageningen Agricultural University, where I took the chair of “Land Surveying and Teledetection”. Up to that time I had been active mainly in geodesy and photogrammetry, but at Wageningen it soon became...
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Modelling Complex Projects (Basic Topics in Psychology)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
In recent years, the need for help in understanding project behaviour has been exacerbated, as projects have become more complex while time-scales have tightened, adding to project complexity. Project teams however, rarely pay sufficient attention to modelling the behaviour of projects and this can lead to inadequate risk analysis, ineffective...
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Natural Language Processing with TensorFlow: Teach language to machines using Python's deep learning libraryPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write modern natural language processing applications using deep learning algorithms and TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Focuses on more efficient natural language processing using TensorFlow
	
			Covers NLP as a field in its own right to improve understanding for choosing TensorFlow...
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A Practical Introduction to Computer Architecture (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2009
This book blends traditional teaching approaches with the use of mathematics, together with the use of a hardware description language and a concrete processor as vehicles for "hands-on" modelling and experimenting with digital logic and processor design. This unique approach encourages readers to derive their own conclusions via...
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Applied Speech and Audio Processing: With Matlab ExamplesCambridge University Press, 2009
Applied Speech and Audio Processing is a MATLAB-based, one-stop resource that blends speech and hearing research in describing the key techniques of speech and audio processing. This practically oriented text provides MATLAB examples throughout to illustrate the concepts discussed and to give the reader hands-on experience with important...
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The Blockchain Alternative: Rethinking Macroeconomic Policy and Economic TheoryApress, 2017

	
		Examine what would happen if we were to deploy blockchain technology at the sovereign level and use it to create a decentralized cashless economy. This book explains how finance and economics work today, and how the convergence of various technologies related to the financial sector can help us find solutions to problems,...
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Advanced Digital Signal Processing and Noise ReductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Signal processing plays an increasingly central role in the development of modern telecommunication and information processing systems, with a wide range of applications in areas such as multimedia technology, audio-visual signal processing, cellular mobile communication, radar systems and financial data forecasting. The theory and application of...
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